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Poly student, pet, to appear on ‘‘D og W hisperer”
Rachel Glas
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A Cal I’oly student and her dog, and a little bit of Cal Poly
itself, will appear on Fridays episode of “The Dog Whisper
er,” the Discovery Clhanners Enimy-noniinated and highest
rated show for the past four years.
Animal science senior Nicole Maples brought her Khodesian ridgeback/pit bull nii.\ dog, Brittany Dawg, to an audi
tion in C'aniarillo with the hopes of getting on the show.
"She’s really aggressive with people and other dogs,” Ma
ples said. She was so aggressive that Maples, who has another
pit bull, has been forced to keep the two separate to prevent
dog fights.
The episode is one of two filmed in the CTmtral (7)ast,and
one of four this season that features C'heri Lucas, the Temple
ton "dog whisperer” and dog behaviori'^t who runs Second
C-hance at Love, a Humane Society. Lucas has been friends
with O sa r Millan, known as the “Dog Whisperer,” for years.
“ I started working with (T’sar about 10 years ago when
I first started running my humane society. We became great
friends and I started training under him — I’m really the only
person he’s ever trained, he’s trained two others a little bit but
doesn’t consider them his protégés,” she said.
Before working with Brittany, a cameraman came to C'al
Poly and filmed Maples performing her duties as manager of
the swine unit as background footage.
Then, the work began. Millan showed up at her house in
Los Osos to meet her and Brittany, before deciding that the
dog needed be taken out of her environment. So he brought
Brittany to Lucas’ ranch in Templeton and worked with her
that night.
“The next morning I went up there to meet him and she
was in a yard running around with eight other dogs and 10
people around... it w.as pretty amazing that in one night she
was so much better,” Maples said.
This wasn’t the only C'entral Coast episode filmed; once
Maples was selected to appear on the show, the producers
called Lucas to see if she had any other dogs Millan could
work with.
“At the time I didn’t, but the next day a woman called me
and needed help with her son’s dog. I pitched the idea to the
producers and they loved it,” Lucas said.That episode will air
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Cesar Millan (left) worked with Cal Poly student Nicole Maples (center) and her dog last December for the television
show the Dog Whisperer. The episode, which was partly filmed at Cal Poly, will air tomorow at 9 p.m.
Sunday. Millan often uses Lucas’s help in his show.
“Since he’s too busy filming these days to have a pack, he’ll
give me a dog for five or six weeks until its rehabilitated and
they come up and film it,” she said.The epilogue to the show
also features Lucas’ personal footage.
Maples, who hasn’t seen the show yet, is excited to watch
it on Friday. “I’m excited to see what actually happened up
there when I wasn’t there the night he took her»up there,”
she said.
She said Millan was great to work with. “ I’ve gone to his
seminars the year before and he seems nice and down-to-

Windy weather chills
SLO, Southern California
SAN LUIS OBISPO, C'alif. (AP) — Windy, cold weather in Southern
California and on the Cx*ntral C'oast set temperature records Wednesday and
posed a risk to blooming orchards.
Temperatures dipped to a record low of 33 degrees at California Poly
technic State University San Luis Obispo early Wednesday, three degrees
below the old 1976 mark, the National Weather Service said. Sandberg, at
the foot of the Tehachapi Mountains near Interstate 5, had a record-tying
low of 27.
A low-pressure system over Nevada caused winds to race across C'alifornia from a high-pressure zone over the Pacific Ocean.
Point Mugu in Ventura C^ounty had a gust of 63 niph while Los Angeles
County has had gusts as high as 50 niph.
A high-wind warning was in effect in the Antelope Valley and mountains
of Los Angeles County through 9 p.m. Wednesday, with the strongest winds
in the Interstate 5 corridor.
Forecasters predicted frost and lows in the upper 20s for interior San Luis
Obispo County and the Cuyania Valley Thursday morning.
San Luis Obispo County Agriculture Commission spokeswoman Brenda
see Weather, page 3

earth but you always wonder in person, what he’s really like.
But he was a nice guy even when the cameras were otf,”
Though Maples and Lucas continue to work on reha
bilitating Brittany, Maples said the change that came from
Millan’s visit was remarkable.
“It happens just as fast as what you’re seeing on television,
he just met my dtig and took over and I saw an improve
ment,” she said.
The episode will air on the Discovery Channel at 9 p.m.
on Friday. The second Central Coast episode will appear on
April 24.

Open house event schedule
Thursday April 16
6 :0 0 p.m. to 9 :0 0 p.m - Farmers’ Market Club Preview night

M day April 17:
6 :0 0 p.m - Cal Poly Rodeo at the Rodeo Grounds. For tickets, go to the Rodeo
Office (8 0 5 ) 756-53 70 or the Cal Poly Rodeo Arena.
7:30 p.m. -1 0 :0 0 p.m.:Friday Nite Invite: Design ‘09. Free climbing at the rock
wall and free events in the craft center.

Saturday April 18:
9 :0 0 a.m. - Poly Royal Parade on Perimeter Road.
10:30 a.m. to 4 :0 0 p.m. - Club and Exhibit Fair
1:00 p.m. to 3 :0 0 p.m. - Cal Poly Tractor Pull across from Crop units
1:00 p.m. - Roborodentia at the Recreation Center
5:00 p.m. - Cal Poly Rodeo
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Tens of thousands rally at tax day ‘tea parties’
S hannon MccalVrey
Assiu lAII I) I’ai ss

A i l AN l A (Al*) — Wlnppccl up by conM-Tvativc ctMnnKMit.itoiN .md bloggL-rs, tens of
tlioiis.inds of protesters st.iged "tea parties"
around the country Wednesiiay to tap into
the collective angst stirred up by a bad econ
omy, government spending and bailouts.
The rallies were directed at President Ba
rack Obama's new administration on a sym
bolic day: the deadline to file income taxes.
Protesters e\en threw what appeared to be
a box of tea bags toward the White 1louse,
causing a brief lockdow n .it the compound.
Shouts rang out from Kentucky, which
|Ust passed t.ix increases on cigarettes and al
cohol, to Salt l ake Caty, where main in the
crow d booed Kepublican (lov. Jon lluntsnian for accepting about SI.5 billion in
stimulus money. Even in Alaska, where there
IS no statew ide income tax or sales tax, hun
dreds of people held signs and chanted “ No
more spending."
“Frankly. I’m mad as hell,” said business
man Doug Burnett at a rally at the Iowa
('apitol, where many of the about 1,000
people w'ore red shirts declaring “revolution
is brewing.” Burnett added: “This country
has been on a spending spree for decades, a
spending spree we can’t afford.”
In Boston, a few hundred protesters gath
ered on the Boston Common a short distance
from the original Tea Party some dressed in
Revolutionary garb and carrying signs that
said “ Barney Frank, Bernie Madotf: And the
Difference Is?” and “ D.Cf: District o fC om niumsm.”
Texas Ciov. Kick.Perry tired up a tea party
at Austin Ciity Hall with his stance against
the federal government, as some in his U.S.
riag-w.iving audience shouted,“Secede!”
In Atlanta, thousands of people gathered
outside the Ciapitol, where Fox News ( f u n 
nel conservative pundit Sean Hannity was
set to broadcast his shi>w Wednesday night.
Julie Reeves, of Ciovington, brought her
(diihuahua Arnie, who wore a tiny anti-

AL BEHRMAN ASSOCIATED PRESS

People take part in a tax day protest rally yesterday on Fountain Square in Cincinnati. Protesters gathered at state Capitols and in neighbor
hoods and town squares across the country to kick oflPa series of tax-day proests designed to echo the rebellion of the Boston Tea Party.
IRS T-shirt. “1 w-ant the government to get
its hand the hell out of my wallet,” Reeves
said.
The tea parties were promoted by
FreedomWorks, a conservative nonprofit
advocacy group based in Washington and
led by former Republican House Majority
Leader Dick Armey of Texas, who is now a
lobbyist.
Organizers said the movement developed
organically through online social network
ing sites such as Facebook and Twitter and
through exposure on Fox News.
While FreedomWorks insisted the rallies
were nonpartisan, they have been seized on
by many prominent Republicans who view
them as a promising w.iy for the party^to
reclaim its momentum.
The movement attracted some Republi

cans considering 2012 presidential bids.
Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich
planned to address a tea party in a New
York City park Wednesday night. Louisiana
Gov. Bobby Jindal sent an e-mail to his sup
porters, letting them know about tea par
ties throughout the state. South Carolina
Gov. Mark Sanford planned to attend two
tea parties.
“There is no such thing as so-called free
money and that includes stimulus,” Sanford
told several thousand people outside the
statehouse in CAilumbia, S.C.
“ Paying down debt is an old American
theme and never a bad thing.”
There were several small counter-pro
tests, including one that drew about a dozen
people at Fountain Square in ('incinnati.
A counter-protester held a sign that read.

“Where were you when Bush was spending
billions a month ‘liberating’ lraq?” The anti
tax demortstration there, meanwhile, drew'
about 4,000 people.
More than 1,000 protesters gathered out
side a downtown federal building m Salt
Lake Chty despite the rain and snow. Kate
Maloney held a cardboard sign that read
“ Pm the tail on the jackaSS” with a picture
of Obama on a I )emocratic donkey.
O ther protesters also took direct aim at
C'fbama. One sign in Madison, Wis., com
pared him to the anti-Cdirist. At a rally in
Montgomery, Ala., where Twisted Sister’s
“We’re Not Gonna Take It” blared from
loudspeakers, Jim Adams of Selma carried a
sign that slunved the president with Hitlerstyle hair and mustache and said,*’Sieg Heil
Herr Obama.”
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Interior chief says California water system outdated
S am antha Young
ASSOC lAlKI) I'KISS WKIIHU.

R A N C H O CORDOVA, Clalif. (AP) —
Interior Secretary Ken Salazar urged C'alit'ornia on Wednesday to modernize its an
tiquated water system while pledging $260
million in federal stimulus money to help
fund a variety of water projects.
He and Cov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
took an aerial tour of the Sacramento-San
jtiaquin Delta, the conduit through which
Northern t'alifornia water Hows to millions
of acres of farmland and some 25 million
people in the San Francisco Bay area and
Southern C'alifornia.
The delta has become a highly troubled
resource, with state water pumping, urban
and agricultural pollution, and three years of
below-average precipitation wreaking havoc
on its habitat and the state’s water supplies.
After the helicopter Hyover, Salazar told
reporters that C^ilifornia’s massive system of
reservoirs, pumps and canals was outdated,
built a half century ago and designed for a
population half the size of today’s 37.7 mil
lion.
He pledged that the federal government
was ready to help Ckilifornia overhaul its sys
tem and deal with its drought.
“ It is time to modernize, it is time to
make hard choices, and it’s time for the fed
eral government to re-engage in full part
nership with the 21st century water system
for the state of C'alifornia,” he said.
The $260 million is part o f$ l billion an
nounced by the Bureau of Reclamation for
water projects intended to create jobs across
the West.
(kilifornia’s share will fund a host of proj
ects, including new wells for farms and cities,
temporary water lines to help feed orchards
and grape vines year round, rock barriers in
tended to im pnne water quality in the delta
and fish screens.
An additional $135 million will be avail
able to all states for grants for water recy
cling projects.
“ By themselves, these investments cannot
and will not solve all the problems we face,
but they are a first step,” Salazar said during

Weather
coutinuedfrom page I

Ouwerkerk said growers were brac
ing for another frost early Thursd.iy
morning.
“We’ve got a lot of fruit trees in
bloom — avocados, almonds and
olives,” Ouwerkerk said. “Those
blooms could be knocked otf the
trees befoa* they’re pollinated.”
With gale-force winds blowing

a news conference at Mather Field, a former idea rejected by voters in 1982.The Interior problems but said they hoped Salazar has
Air Force base in the Sacramento suburb of Department said $4 million of the stimulus been briefed on choices other than dams
Rancho CÀirdova.
money will go toward a delta habitat plan and a canal. They favor increased conser
vation measures for urban water users and
Two months ago, Schwarzenegger de that features a possible canal system.
clared a state emergency because of C'aliforSalazar declined to endorse building new farms, as well as policy changes regarding
nia’s drought.That order directed state agen dams or a canal. He did rule out suspending water rights.
cies to provide assistance to drought-affected federal environmental laws, as some mem
“The iiianagement of the water system
communities and businesses. It also called for bers of ('alifornia’s Republican delegation requires much more than throwing money
a statewide conservation campaign.
have suggested in an attempt to funnel more or pouring concrete on the ground,” said
Three years of lower-than-normal pre water farmers.
Jim Metropulos, a senior advocate with the
cipitation combined with federal restrictions
“That is not the solution here,” Salazar Sierra CHub.
on pumping, which are designeil to protect said. “The solution that we’re looking at is
From Sacramento, Salazar was scheduled
a threatened fish, have led to water cutbacks one that is going to have to be comprehen to travel to San Francisco to announce mon
throughout the state.
sive in nature that takes into account the ey for earthquake monitoring for the U.S.
The state has said it will deliver only a huge variations you’re seeing in water sup (ieological Survey. On Thursday, he will
portion of the water typically allocated for ply.”
lead a public hearing in San Francisco about
cities and farms this year. The U.S. Bureau
Environmentalists welcomed the federal oH'shore oil drilling and alternative energy
of Reclamation has said it will not deliver govermnent’s interest in C^alifornia’s water development.
any water this*spring to farms south of the
?
deita.
A
Such low delivery estimates prompted
mV,
farmers to leave large swaths of land implant
ed this season. Residents in cities stretching
from Redding in far Northern (!alifornia to
San 1)iego have been told to scale back their
water use.
On Tuesday, Southern C^ilifornia’s region
al water wholesaler voted to tighten deliver
ies and raise fees for its 26 member agencies,
-♦ I
which supply all or some of the water used
by Id million Southern C'alifornians.
An estimated 2,500 people, many of them
farmworkers, are in the midst of a four-d.iy
march across C'alifornia’s agricultural heart
^Æ
land to protest the lack of available water.
On Wednesday, Schwarzenegger reiterated
his call to build more dams and urged state
lawmakers to place a water bond on next
year’s ballot.
“We must work together to fix C'alifor
nia’s water system for the sake of our econ
omy and for the sake of our environment
also,” Schwarzenegger said at the news con
ference.
Assembly Speaker Karen Bass and state
Senate President Pro Tern Darrell Steinberg,
both Democrats, said lawmakers intended to
cratt a comprehensive water bill by the sum
ROBERT DUREl.l. a s s o c ia t e d p r e s s
mer.
Schwarzenegger also favors building a ca Interior Secretary Ken Salazar and California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger look over a
nal to pipe river water around the delta, an pumping plant in Sacramento Delta region in California during a helicopter tour yester
day. Salazar is expected to promise federal funds to help with California’s water problems.

oH'shore near ^')xnard,an overturned
2()-foot sailboat was pushed onto
Mandalay Beach in Ventura CTiunty,
said C'oast Ciuard Ensign Stephanie
Young.
A helicopter and rescue boats
checked the surrounding water
for anyone who might have been
thrown overboard, but no one was
confirmed to have been aboard.
Young said.
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REFERENCES
Many employers will ask for references. Who should serve as your references? How do
you go about obtaining them? First, think about people who can speak positively about
your work ethic, experience, knowledge, and communication skills. Consider faculty, a
current or fonner supervisor, an advisor, or a cotich.
Plan to gather three to five references, and compile them on a “reference page.” You will
provide this to potential employers upon request. Include each person's name, title or
relationship to you, and contact information. It is essential that you ask your references'
permission before listing them. This will allow them an opportunity to decline if they feel
they know don’t you w ell enough, or if they cannot provide a positive recommendation.
You should give each reference a copy of your resume, tell them about the position(s)
you are applying for, and inform them of when employer(s) may be calling. Your resume
will refresh them on your experience and qualifications. Knowing about the position can
help them tailor their responses accordingly. You may request that they emphasize certain
aspects of your skills or qualifications that pertain to the Job you are applying for.
You should follow up with your references to let them know the outcome of
your Job search. And finally, they took time to help you out, so it's
important that you send them a thank you note to express your
appreciation.
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SACRAMENTO,
Calif.
(AP) — California first lady Maria
ShrivLT says the country needs to
be educated about women and the
challenges they face.
On Wednesday, Shriver an
nounced a project to study the a^le
of women in America. For the first
time, women comprise half the na
tions workforce.
She has formed a partnership
with the C\*nter for .American
Progress, the Umversiry of South
ern California’s Annenberg Center
and Time magazine.
Shriver says the venture, A
Woman’s Nation, will compile
the first comprehensive portrait of
women since 1%1, when her un
cle, President John F. Kennedy, es
tablished a women’s commission.

SPR IN G FIE LD , 111. (AP)
— just when you thought the
saga of ousted Illinois Gov. Rod
Blagojevich couldn’t get any
stranger, it has.
Blagojevich wants to star on
the NBC reality show “I’m a Ce
lebrity ... Get Me Out of Here!”
— a program similar to “Survi
vor” m which contestants will
be plopped down in the Costa
Rican jungle to perform sweaty
physical tasks, scheme to avoid
elimination and throw tantrums
for the camera.
If a federal judge gives per
mission, the man who faces years
in prison on corruption charges
could be following in the steps of
Flava Flav and Kathy Griffin —
D-list celebrities willing to play
the clown on TV.

VILSECK, Germ any (AP) —
A U.S. Army soldier was convicted
Wednesday of murder in the execution-stv’le slayings of four bound
and blindfolded Iraqi detainees.
The prosecution said Master Sgt.
John Hatley acted as “judge, jury
and e.xecutioner” to hatch the plot
and carr\- out the killings in spring
2007. Hatley and two others took
the detainees to a canal in Bagh
dad’s West Rasheed neighborhood
where they shot them in the back
of the head with 9mm pistols, the
pmsecution said.
An eight-strong military jury
found Hatley guilty of premeditated
murder and conspiracy to commit
premeditated murder after a three
days of proceedings.

• • •

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.
(AP) — Supervisors in San Luis
Obispo are sending a letter to In
terior Secretars’ Ken Salazar saying
the communin’ is opposed to otTshore oil drilling.
Perceived environmentiil dan
gers and a threat to tourism appar
ently swayed supervisors. Tuesday’s
vote was 3-1, with supervisor Frank
Mecham the lone dissenter. Super
visor Katcho Achadjian abstained
because he owns gas stations.
Supervisor Adam Hill says new
drilling would at-most produce
7 percent more domestic oil by
20.30.

«• •
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— Protesters nationwide de
manded lower taxes on Wednes
day. A group in Vermont can’t get
enough of them.
Calling itself S.O.S., or Save
O ur State, the group held a small
pro-tax protest m Montpelier, the
national income tax-filing dead
line, to drive home that taxes pay
for needed programs and state
employees perform necessary du
ties.

WORD ON THE STREET
“How is your hair hoiding up
against the wind?”
“ I guess it’s pretty good. I usu
ally don’t comb my hair, I ju st
put water and soap in it. By
the tim e I got here it was really
dry. I think it looks pretty good.
I didn’t look into the mirror
today so I think it looks fine !”
-John Nuccio,
animal science junior

“ It’s holding up pretty good. I
have really curly hair but it’s do
ing good today."
-Renee Costamaillere,
recreation administration
senior

• • •

TEH RAN (AP) — President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad says Iran is
preparing a new package of propos
als aimed at resolving disputes over
its nuclear program.
He has also vowed that Iran will
not allow the United States and its
allies to impose their will on Tehran.
Addres-sing thousands of Iranian
citizens in Kerman, southexstern
Iran, Wednesday, Ahni.idinejad said
Iran welcomes dialogue with the
world powers provided that it is
based on justice and respect, sug
gesting the West should not tr\’ to
force it to halt its uranium enrich
ment program.

“ It’s not holding up very well. I
had to put my hood on yester
day to cover it from the w ind!”
-Kim Martin,
kinesiology graduate student

“ It’s a little frizzier than usual
but it’s nothing I’m to worried
about."
-Kasey (3eist,
business freshman

Sacram ento orders ‘tent

Valenela

Townhouse
Apartment Living
For Students

city’ residents to move

Great Amenities...
Your own bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units
Each Bedroom is Individually leased
Fitness center equipment and Heated Pool
Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access
Recreation Center/Billlards/Ping Pong
TV Lounge with 72’ Big Screen and VCR
Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
On SLO City Bus Route
Convenient Leasing Options
Reduced Noise Hours after 10pm
GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades
Full-time Maintenance Department
24 hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance
We Accept Visa or Mastercard
Newly renovated Rec .Center

a .s ,s o < ia t k i > prk .ss

Reno, only name given, and Germaine Brashear, right, pack their pos
sessions as they prepare to move from the homeless encampment where
they have been living, in Sacramento, Calif., Wednesday.

Apply Now and Recieve

$ 1 5 0 off

RICH PLDKONCbLl.l

1ST MONTHS RENT
WITH THIS COUPON

1 coupon p *f «H>p4icanf »Kpireft 6 /3 0 /0 9
Must b« new appMcani Connot be combined with other offers

O n-eite Tours W eekday* 9am-Spm
565 Ramona Drive, San Luis Obispo CA 93405
tel 805-843-1450 fax 805-543-1477
wwwvaienciaapartments.com

D on T hom pson
ASS(K lATI I) PRI SS

I)o7cns of people who li.ive been
living in .1 homeless encainpinent
near downtown Sacramento were
folding their tents and packing their
shopping carts Wednesdiy, the dead
line set by the city to clear out.
Many, of them said thc7 did not
want to go to shelters or had heard
that the city’s shelters were full.
“I don’t know where I’m going,”

viid I )aiiiiy Valadez, 48, who lost his
job as a painter and has lived at the
so-called “tent cit\” with his girl
friend for the past 13 months.
He said they didn’t want to live m
shelters because there are too many
rules and they feel “a little like jail.”
“Everybody’s trying to find a spot
where they won’t get messed with,”
Valadez said.
The area that includes the
st>-called tent city about a mile
see Homeless, page 6
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United States to help shippers

ia^2 4,

improve defenses on high seas
M atthew Lee

sion with reporters, Cdinton said it
may be possible to stop boat-build
ing companies from doing business
with the pirates. Cine element of
her initiative, she said, is to “explore
ways to track and freeze pirate as
sets.”
The other element of the initia
tive include calling for immediate
meetings of an international coun
ter-piracy task force to expand na
val coordination against pirates. She
said federal agencies would meet
Friday to review the problem and
consider potential responses.
The administration plans to send
an envoy to a Somali donors con
ference scheduled for next week in
Brussels and will attempt to orga
nize meetings with officials of So
mali’s transitional government as
well as regional leaders in its semiautonomous Funtland.
Meanwhile. Defense Secretary

ASSiX'IAIED I’RESS
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a s s o c ia t e d p r e s s

Afghan Shiite counter protesters shout slogans in Kabul, Afghanistan
on Wednesday. The banner reads “The private laws are according the
bases o f holy religion of Islam.”

Afghan women attacked
for protesting marriage law
Heidi Vogt
a s s o c ia t e d p r e s s

Dozens of young women braved
cmwds of bearded men screaming
“dogs!” on Wednesdiy to protest an
Afglian law that lets husbands de
mand sex fn>m their wives. Some of
the men picked up small stones and
pelted the women.
“Slaves of the C'hnstians!” chanted
the K(M) or so counter-demonstrators,
a mix of men and women. A line of
female police officers locked hands tis
keep the gix'/ups apart.
The warring protests highlight the
explosive nature of the women s rights
debate in Afghanistan, both sides are
girding for battle over the legislation,
which has sparked an international
upmar since being quietly signed into
law hist month.
The law says a husband can demand
sex with his wife every four days, un
less she is ill or would be harmed by
intercourse. It also regulates when and
for what reasons a wife may leave her
home without a male t'scort.
Though the law would apply only
to the countrv's Shiites, who make up
less than 20 pereent of Afghanistan’s 30
million people, many fear its passage
marks a return to Taliban-style oppassion of women. The Taliban, who
ruled Afghanistan from |0%-2(MH,
required women to wear all-covering
burqas and banned them from leaving
home unless accompanied by a male
relative.
Ciovernments and rights gnsups
around the world have condemned
the legisbtion, and President Uarack
Obama has bbeled it “abhorrent.”
Af^an President Hamid Karzai has
renunded the law to the Justice De
partment for review and put enforce
ment on hold.
A host of Afghan intellectuals, pol
iticians and even a number of Cabinet

ministers have come out against the
law. But those who decry the legisla
tion face quick criricism fiom conser
vative Muslim clerics and their follow
ers, as Wednesiiiy’s protests showed.
“You are a dog! You are not a Shi
ite woman!” one man shouted to a
young woman in a head scarf
The woman, who held a banner
reading “We don’t want Taliban law,”
replied quietly; "This is my land and
my people.”
The demonstrators chose a risky
spot to hold their pnitest — in tfont
of the mosque of the legislation’s main
backer — and were e.isily outnum
bered by supptirters of the law. They
said many women had been stopped
on their w.iy to the protest.
In the end, moa* women denionstr.ited in f.ivor of the law than against
it: A few hundred Shiite women
marehed with banners to join the an
gry men. They blamed foreigners for
inciting the pretests.
“We don’t want foreigners inter
fering in our lives. They are the en
emy of Afghanistan,” s.iid 24-year-old
Mariam Sajadi.
Sajadi IS engaged to be married,
and said she plans to ask her husband’s
permission to leave the house as put
forth in the law-.
She said other articles — such is
the one allowing husbands to demand
sex — have been misinterpreted by
Westerners prejudiced against Islam.
She did not elaborate.
On the other side of the shouting.
Mehri Kezai. 32. urged her country
men to reject the bw.
“This bw treats women is if we
were sheep.” she said.
Both sides say they’re defending
their constitutional rights — but Af
ghanistan’s constitution Is unclear. It
defers to Islamic bw is the highest
authority, but also guarantees equal
rights for women.

Secretary of State Hillary Rod
ham Cdinton said Wednesday the
State Department will w'ork with
shippers and insurers to improve
their defenses against pirates, part
of a diplomatic initiative to thwart
attacks on commercial ships of the
Somali coast.
“These pirates are criminals,
they are armed gangs on the sea.
And those plotting attacks must be
stopped,” Clinton told reporters at
the State Department.
Clinton did not call for using
military force against the pirates, al
though she mentioned “going after”
pirate bases in Somalia,as authorized
by the U.N. several months ago.
“We need to bring 21st-century
solutions to bear,” she said.
In a question-and-answer ses

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
WITH ANY FOOD PURCHASE
lOpm-Midnight M -F this week only!
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8 0 5 .4 3 9 .1 9 9 9
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490

.

We deliver to campus!

www.petraslo.com
Owned and operated by Cal Poly grads I
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LUNCH BUFFET $6.96 TUE-SAT
FREE DELIVERY in SLO area

HOURS
Lunch ll:30am -3:00pm TUE-SUN
Dinner 5:00pm-10:00pm TUE-SUN

805.781.0766

www.shalimarslo.com

north mountain Lauin

mouie Under the Stars
^

Food and Media Club gives Shalimar,

Garlic N^an, Prathas, Salad Soups and Much More

(limit one per visit)

April 1?th, 2009

"TWOthumbs up for excellent, friendly
service and authentic, delicious cuisine. ”

PBR
Fat Tire
pita soe
Blue Moon
^
Arrogant Bastard
Stone I PA

Tomorrouj me inulte you to take a

9-11 pm
Fine Indian Cuisine

Robert Cates said the high-seas pi
rate drama shows why the Fentagon
should buy more affordable ships,
planes and w'eapons even if they are
not perfect.
“As w'c saw last week, you don’t
necessarily need a billion-dollar ship
to chase down a bunch of teenage
pirates,” Ciates said while visiting
Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.
Although Gates has praised the
precision training of Navy SEAL
snipers who killed three pirate hos
tage-takers Sunday, he was referring
to the imbalance of massive U.S.
warships and dazzling weaponry
corralling the pirates’ tiny lifeboat.
The Somali pirates were armed
with automatic weapons and pis
tols and holding an American cargo
ship captain for ransom.
Gates is touring war colleges this
week, selling his plan to reorder the
Pentagon budget.
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Jurors denounce post-trial
arrest o f Egyptian student
il?v

i
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Danny Gon/ale/ uses a luggage cart to move a couch as he moves
from a homeless encampment in Sacramento, ('alif., Monday.
RICH I’l D R O N C in

Sacramento
continued from page 5

northeast of the state capital has
been home to about ISO home
less people for many years, most of
them ehronieally homeless. Advo
cates say many of its residents battle
drug addictions and mental illness,
while some are registered sex of
fenders who can't find a permanent
place to li\e because of residencv
restrictions in C!alifornia law.
The parcel of laiul wedged be
tween Union Pacific railroad tracks
and the American River became
a popular gathering spc't in part
because it is close to a local food
bank.
Ihe encampment became a
point of embarrassment for (^iliturnia's capital cir\ after it was featiiiVAl on the Opr.ili Winfrev show
earlier this vear.
1faring lot year's niaunal cam
paign. M.nor Ke\ in Johnson had

pledged to deal with Sacramento's
homeless problem. Tent city rep
resents a fraction of the city's esti
mated 2,700 homeless.
1le decided to act sw iftly after
the Winfrey segment led to inter
national media attention. At the
same time, the property's owner,
the S.icramento Municipal Utility
1fistrict, sought to fence the prop
erty because it houses an electrical
substation.
Johnson said the cits' would
spend about SI million to relocate
those in the camp, expand shelters
and offer more permanent hous
ing.
On Wediiesd.iy, city officials and
homeless advocates otlered differ
ing opinions about whether the
city had provided enough beds to
accomiiKKlate the closing of tent
city.
"1 liey'se tried to help, just not
enough." said (iarren Mratcher, codirector of 1oases A fishes, the
nearbs food b.tiik.
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Youssef Megahed walks from the Federal Courthouse last May in
Tampa. Four jurors who found Youssef Megahed not guilty of federal
explosives charges earlier this month said in a statement Wednesday,
that immigration officials trying to deport him were disregarding their
verdict.
Mitch Stacy
ASMKIAni) IKl ss
Four jumrs who acquitted an
EgN'ptian college student of federal
explosives charges criticized U.S. im
migration authorities on Wednesd.iy
for trying to deport him, saying it was
a "blatant disregard" of their verdict.
The jumrs were among 12 who
touiul Youssef Megahed, 2T not guiltv
•April 3 of possessing explosives pros
ecutors claimed could have been used
to build a destructive bomb or rocket
I hive di\s .ffter .Megahed walked
five, U.S. Immigr.ition and ( aistonis
y
j I ntoivement .igents ,ii rested him ,is
he left .1 l.mip.i store with his f.ithei
A document ordering Megahed to
ippe.ir III immigr.ition court s.iid he
was being deported based on the circunist.im es that resulted in the feiler.il
charges, s.iid his attorney, Ad.ini Al
len. Megahed is being held pending a
hearing th.it li.is yet to be scheduled.
“ I his sure looks and feels like
some stirt of'dmible jeop.irdv'even if

( 'o m

p le tc

\

it doesn’t precisely fit the legal defini
tion of that pmhibited practice,” the
jumrs s.iid in a statement."More tnuiblesome is the go\ernnient’s seeming
blatant disregard for the will of its irwn
people."
I he statement w.is issued by fore
man Gary Meringer and jurors Ste
phen Short.S.tmly (belaud and Mrenda Kuiiipf ( Tther jurors didn’t respond
to .Meringer's e-mail, he said.
ImmigiMtion and C'ustonis F.ntorcement spokesin.in Iv.in 1 . Ortiz1)clg.ido s.iid in .111 e-ni.iil th.it the
immigration ch.irges .Megahed fiu's
"dirtersignificantly from those Ji.irged
in his criniin.il c . im v " I le iluln't provide
liet.iils. citing pn\ac\ l.iws.
Meg.ihed is ,i legal perm.inciit resi
dent who nuned to the United St.ites
with his family when he w.is I 1. His
f.ither s.iul the f.iniilv likelv w ill move
back to I g\pt together if he is de
ported.
The former student, who is one
cl.iss shy of an engineering degix'e
at the Universitv of South Florida,
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W.IS arrested with a fellow Fg\ptiaii
national during a traffic stop near
Cdiarleston, S.tl. in August 2(107.
Fmsecutors cl.iimed the length'
of I’VT' pipe packed with a common
homemade explosives mixture found
111 the trunk of their car could h.ivi
been useii to build a destructive de
vice.
Allen argued the items were en
gines for homemade model mckets
that were put into the car without
Megahed’s knowledge prior to an in
nocent college mad trip m the C'amlina beaches.
Fhe jur\' deliberated about 22
hours over four days after the threeweek trial. In a written summary of
the deliberations e-mailed to The As
sociated Press, Meringer said at le.ist
two of the jumrs initially thought
Megahed was guilt\', but eventu.illy
.igreed that prosecutors failed to prove
their case beyond a reason.ible doubt.
The jury ilidii’t hear details about
the apparent terrorist leanings of
Megahed’s older companion and fel
low USF' student, Ahmed Mohanied.
Moh.inied, 27, ple.ided guiltx' in
I )eceniber to providing material sup
port to terrorists by making a Youlube video th.it demonstrated how to
com en a remote-controlled car into a
bomb deton.itor.
I le spoke in Arabic on the video.
s.iymg he wanted to te.ich "ni.irtyraKiiiis” .Hill "suicidéis” how to saw
theniseKes -o they can continue to
tight im idcrs, iiuiuding U.S. soldiers,
.Meg.ihed was not ch.irged in con
nectioii w ith the \ ideo. A judge ruled
It was ira'lewint and could not be uscil
.is evidence .igiiiist him at trial.
Meringer said knowledge ot
the .Mohanied video wouldn't h.ive
swaved him bec.uise pmsecutors
couldn't show the voung men had
plinned to commit a crime.
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Latest “Fast & Furious”
film can’t keep up
Movie Review: Fast & Furious
- 2009 (**)
D irector: Justin Lin
Starring: Vin Diesel, Paul
Walker, Jortlana Brewster,
Michelle R o d rig u ez, John
O rtiz
l^acc. Drugs. Nitrous. Cx)ps.
Mexico. Murder. I’risou. Muscle.
Import. These words almost com
pletely make up the screenplay of
the latest installment in everyone’s
favorite poorly produced racing
series. Prior to the release of this
film, it was an unquestionable fact
that the original movie of the se
ries (“The Fast and the Furious” 2001) was its best, and its sequels
were nothing short of hilarious...
unintentionally.
I personally went into the the
ater expecting the third and latest
sequel,“Fast Furious” (notice the
unique anil original title), to be just
as good, if not better than the first.
I had hope that an exceptional di
rector working with the return of
characters and lead actors from the
first movie would result in the same
chemistry we were first introduced
to between Dominic Foretto and
Brian O ’Cioiiner. Unfortunately
111 the end, “ Fast ¿k Furious” disap
points, delivering the same type of
crappy script and simple dialogue
present in the second and third
films, hoping to rely on some im
pressive action scenes and chase se
quences to carry the film.
The plot of this film pretty much
picks up after second film with
Toretto (Vin Diesel), who is on the

Open House concert to take
students “Around the Vtbrld”
B ridget Veltri

riip

MUSTANG DAILV

run from authorities and taking
refuge m the Dominican Republic
for the last six years, making an un
expected return to the States, but
for good rcMson. l.etty (Michelle
Rodriguez), Toretto's tom-boyish
love interest from the first film, has
been murdered. For those of you
who don’t remember, Diesel’s antihero character escaped arrest years
ago with help from his undercover
FBI agent friend/enemy Brian
O ’Cionner (Paul Walker), who has
now returned on a professional
assignment of tracking down the
ring leader of a ni.ijor drug cartel,
along with the personal assignment
of helping Foretto avenge l.etty’s
death.
The introductory hijacking
scene m this film is by far one of
Its most impressive. Toretto and his

This year's O pen Fiousc C oncert will give
attendees the opportunity to travel the world,
by ear at least, w hen they perform “Around
the W orld in 80 Minutes,” for the concert,
which will take place this weekend.
The Cal Poly Symphony and W ind En
semble, along with the University Jazz Band
will perform at 8 p.m. Saturday April 18 at
H arm an Hall in the Perform ing Arts C en
ter, featuring 100 o f the university’s student
musicians.
“ We will be playing all sorts o f music
from all over the world,” Cal Poly W ind En
semble director W illiam Johnson explained.
“ It is like getting on an airplane and going
around the globe musically.”
The student musicians arc a good repre
sentation o f both the music departm ent and
student population at Cal Poly, as they rep
resent a wide variety o f colleges and depart
ments.
“ Most o f the m em bers o f the Cal Poly
music departm ent ensembles are not music
majors,” University Jazz Band director Paul
R inzler said. “ You have people from all sorts
o f majors representing Cal Poly.”
Johnson said that he hopes the con
cert will draw potential students and their
families visiting the campus for the O pen
House.
“This will be one o f the most entertain
ing concerts we have done,” he said. “ W hen
the audience comes to the concert they
will have been at O pen House all day and
we w'ant to entertain them , rather than lull
them to sleep.”
First stop on this musical jo u rn ey is Latin

America with conductor David Arrivée and
the Cal Poly Symphony. They will be per
form ing Piazzolla's “ Tres Movimientos Tanguisticos Porteños” (m ovem ent 2) and M ar
quez “ Conga del Fuego Nuevo.”
R inzler and the University Jazz Band will
also be showing the audience the jazzier
side o f Latin America and Caribbean. They
will also feature songs o f Africa when they
perform “Amlaj Abet Abet,” a 1970s Ethio
pian pop tune.
“ I rem em ber w hen 1 first heard it sound
ed unlike anything I had heard before, said
R inzler, o f the Ethiopian piece. “ But despite
that it fit the big band very well.”
Like traveling itself, preparation for the
concert proved to be a bit taxing on some
o f the musicians.
“T he fact that these pieces are from all
over the world in one concert is a real chal
lenge,” Johnson explained. “ It is tough to
change styles and cultures at the drop o f a
hat, but it is wonderful.”
Johnson and the wind ensemble will
com plete th*» international rendezvous with
a Russian excursion. They will play ex
cerpts from Tchaikovsky’s “C apriccio Ital
ian,” Shostakovich’s “ Festive O verture” and
Rimsky Korsakov’s “ Scheherazade,” before
returning the audience to Latin America for
a b rief jau n t to Brazil, where Brazilian con
ductor Dario Sotelo will lead the finale.
“ You get a really diverse range o f excel
lent music,” R inzler said.
Tickets to the concert range from $8 to
$19. Patrons with season tickets to the music
d ep artm en t’s events will receive a 10 percent
discount. A 15 percent discount will be of
fered to those who purchase tickets to five
or m ore events.

see Furious, page 8

‘Lymelife’ wallows in suburban cliches
Christy Lemire
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In this film production image released by Screen Media Films, Rory Culkin, left, Alec Baldwin and Jill Hennessy, right, are shown in a scene from “Lymelife.”

LOS ANr.HLES (AP) — Arc yxni
jw.ia* th.it the suburbN an-n’t ne.irly as
idyllic .IN tlK*s iiuy appear?
It’s true. All those polished.hoim>genoiis fac.uk*s. with their inaniciinxl
1.1WHS and their fancy' cars parked out
fmnt — sonietiines they hide the fact
that the people living inside aren’t all
that happy.
Vlell. if you h.iven’t seen the myr
iad niovii*s that h.ive made this point,
up to and including last year's overwnnight “Re\x>lution.iry Road.” I >erick Martini hammers it home with
not-so-subtle symbolism in “l ymelife,” his directing ilebut.
Martini also wrote the siript with
his brother, Steven, based on their
childhood on l ong Island, ('le.irly.
they are still scaraxl. Only the pertirrmances tfom a stixrng ensemble
make “Lymelife” moa' tolerable than
It ought to be.
It’s the late 197(K and txvo families
aa* going thanigh parallel. seca*t air-

moil. ( >11 one side. thea'’s 1iS-yx*ar-old
Siott ILirtlett (Rory C'ulkin). endur
ing all the usual coming-of-agi’ angst;
his older bmther. Jimmy (('ulkin's
a*al-life brother. Kieran). w ho’s about
to he.id ori to war; their philandering
father. Mickes- (Alec B.ildwin); and
their neunitic mother. Ba*iuii (|ill
1leniK*ssy).
On the other. thea‘*s the object
of Scott’s afiections. the pa'cocious
Adri.tnna B ra^ (1 ttima Roberts); her
detached mother. Meliss.i ((Aiithi.i
Nixon); and her gun-toting father
(di.li lie (Timothy Hutton), w ho's suf
fering from the debilitating eflects of
Lyme dise.isc.
Yes. Lyme dise.ise.
( >stcnsibly. the ticks th.it i arry the
disease aa* intended as .i metaphor for
the fears th.it nibble aw.iy .iiid plague
us — Ba'iiili literally wraps Scott’s
ankles and wrists in duct tape to keep
the.ca'atua's fn>m cr.iwling up his
clothing and biting him — and the
deer that carry the ticks symboliz •
.see Lymelife, page 9
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Furious

Woody Allen says
American Apparel
is harassing him

continued from page 7

gang, in a style rennniscent of the
truck scenes from the first movie,
team up m four “super cars” to
commandeer a truck carrying four
large tanks of gasoline. What ensues
is a good e.Kample of meticulous
directing and well choreographed
driving, which is possibly the only
aspect of all four films that proves to
be satisfying. Despite this sequence
however, the remaining races seem
to fall into typical “car movie" traps
including unrealistic maneuvers
and death defying stunts.
1 always thought that another
movie in this series was useless and
ill advised...until 1 heard Justin
bin was directing. In the past, Lin
(“ better Luck Tomorrow” 2002)
has proven to be one of the most
original and innovative young di
rectors of our generation.
Also, upon learning that Diesel
was reprising what is possibly the
best-fit role of his career so far, 1
became more excited. The fi
nal product of “Fast and Furious."
however, instilled m me as an audi
ence member with the feeling that
original cast members and a tal
ented director were only brought
on board in order to fool audiences
into believing that this series could
be revived, which 1 now personally
believe is a lost cause.
Alex Petrosian is a biological sdences
fresinnan and the Mustang Daily's
netr film reviewer.
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L arry N eum eister
ASSIX IATEI) PRESS

NEW YORK (AP) — Actordirector Woody Allen has accused a
clothing company of trying to harass
and intimicLite him with a “scorched
earth” approach to defending itself
against a $10 million lawsuit.
In papers filed Wednesday by his
lawyers, the 73-year-old Allen said
American Apparel Inc. went too far
in requesting information about his
family life, personal finances and ca-

reer.
Allen sued the company last year
for using his image on the company’s
billboards in- Hollywood and New
York and on a Web site. Allen, who
does not endorse products in the
United States, said he had not au
thorized the displays, w'hich the Los
Angeles-based company said were up
for a week.
The new court papers said Amer
ican Apparel has “adopted a ‘scorched
earth’ approach,” issuing broad docu
ment requests and subpoenas to

COURI KSY P H C m )

“Fast & Furious” was released on April 3, 2009. It takes place con
currently with the third him.

^te n n e r Qlen
s tu d e n t L iv in g a t its fin e s t
Short Walk • Large Rooms • Low Cost • Great Food
www.stennerglen.com
BRITTA ENGLER

a s s o c ia t e d p r e s s

In this Dec. 19, 2 0 0 8 file photo, the U.S. actor and director performs
writh the Woody Allen Star Team in the ‘Kulturpalast’ hall in Dresden,
Eastern Germany. The 73-year-old Allen touched off a fight recently,
against American Apparel when he sued the company last year, a year
after his image appeared on the company’s billboards in Hollywood and
New York and on a Web site.

Pl'LM
theatre

Located at 8 1 7 Palm St.
D ow ntow n near th e mission
Gomorrah
Fri:4K)0,6:40,9:15
Sat: 1:15.400,6:40,9:15
Sun: 1:15,4:00,6:40
Mon Thurs: 4:00,6:40

The Great Buck Howard
Daily: 4:15

Sunshine Cleaning
Fri:4:15, 7:00,9:15
Sat: 1:30,4 15, 7:00,9:15
Sun: 1:30,4:15, 7:00
Mon-Thurs: 4:15, 7:00

Two Lovers

$39.99 Denim Sale

Skinny • Boot Cut • Straight Leg • Flare • Skinny • Boot Cut • Straight Leg • Flare

Fri:6:45,9:15
Sat: 1:30,6:45,9:15
Sun: 1:30,6:45
Mon-Tues & Thurs: 6:45
No Show Wed.
General Admlselon: $7.50 Matinee SS.OO
Monday All shows $5.00
tnytpacc.com /
(805)
thepalm theatrc
541-5161 '

many people close to him, including
his sister.
Allen’s lawyers said the company
was seeking to “tarnish Mr. Allen’s
reputation a second time” and called
it a “despicable effort to intimate’’
him.
American Apparel lawyer Stuart
Slotnick said the company plans to
make Allen’s relationships to ac
tress Mia Farrow and her adopted
daughter Soon-Yi Previn, whom
Allen married, the focus of a trial
scheduled to begin in federal court
in Manhattan on M.iy 18.
“Woody Allen expects $i() mil
lion for use of his image on billbo.irds that wea* up and down in
less than one week,’’ Slotnick said.
“I think Woody Allen overestimates
the value of bis image.’’
He said the company’s belief was
see Allen, page 10
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Band explores motif of loneliness in new album
Owen Ashworth of Casiotone for
the Painfully Alone gave me the
best bear hug I have ever gotten
in my life. I’m a tall, big man so
it’s really hard to get good ones,
but Owen is both bigger and
taller than me, the type of rare
individual who can actually fulfill
that duty. While I could weakly
follow this into an anal
ogy about his music
(the typical habit for
us Hipster Bullshit
writers), it would be
h!
kind of unnecessary.
The only important
thing is that Owen’s
the type of person
that’s good at giving
that perfect over
whelming bear hug,
the one that sticks
with you even three
years later.
C'asiotone
for
the I’amfully Alone
is at heart a musi
cal project centered
on empathizing with
the American individ
ual. Ashworth plays the
ringleader, bringing in a
variety of musical person
alities both on this album: Ja
son Quever from the Papercuts,
feel-good rockers The Donkeys
and friend jenn Herbinson; and
in the past: members of the Dead
Science, Concern, Nick Krgovich
from No Kids, Dear Nora) to help
flesh out the core of the project. The friends
that help rarely expand the subject matter,
but instead typically allow the music itself to
move closer to the individual, the “painful
ly alone.” With the band being so distinctly
American, the alone are always people who
have been betrayed by the greater institutions
and ideals of America. When push comes to
shove, they find that every wonderful con
struct they’ve bought into has deserted them.
It sounds depressing, right? It’s not because
empathy is in fact the best medicine that can
be provided. It’s the bear hug, the sense that
at least someone who’s as much a victim of
the system understands.
On his last album “Etiquette,” Ashworth
focused his songwriting on the post-col
lege generation. His new album grows with
those people as they move to become part
of American society and become focused on
material wealth and procreation. Lyrically,
this means a lot of songs about robbing safes
and making babies. While I can argue it as an

Lymelife
continurdfrom page 7

some sort of elusive beauty and grace.
They might just be ticks and deer,
mind you, but “Lymelife” takes itself
ttH) seriously for that to be the case.
Martini also relies too heavily
on the visual symbolism of the tiny
nuKlel homes Mickey has designed to
sell his burgeoning n*al estate devel
opment. Over and over, he lingers on
the fake plastic houses populated by
fake plastic people and surrounded by
fake plastic trees. We get it — nothing
is real or reliable.
And yet, the performances make
you wish “Lymelife” had something
nioR* novel or substantive to ofi'er.
Unsurprisingly, Kory and Kieran
(ailkin have an easy way with each
other, even during the intense mo
ments they shaa*; the younger (ailkin

obvious evolution, it’s also just a general
evolution for Ashworth who is now
around that baby-making age and
recently saw a friend/acquaintance
go to jail for a string of robberies.
Every song on this album is a
pristine character study. “Optimist
vs. the Silent Alarm” channels the
pursuit of Americana with a man go
ing on a robbing spree in order
to “raise a family on shorts
and Mickey Mouse.” It’s
soaked in the religious
character of the country,
filled with hallelujah’s
and a final breakdown
into a cover of “The
Saints Go Marching
In” as the police arrive.
“Killers” is the first
song I’ve ever heard
about the morningafter pill and Ash
worth captures the
vibe perfectly. Awk
ward dialogue hov
ers in between the
couple with only the
barest of tambourine
y .
and drum beats to
^
void. The song
.^1'
closes by folding into
rock music for support with
a rewording of David Bowie’s
' “ Heroes.”
The album ends with what
perhaps is the quintessential
Casiotone for the Bamfully
alone song
“ Whi t e
Jetta.” While many other
Casiotone songs mine
the turf' of great trag
edy, “White jetta” has no
great tragedy.just perhaps
the minor tragedy of
American life. The titu
lar “White Jetta” houses
an ordinary kid whose
mother is slowly getting
sick and wants him to
grow up and have chil
dren. He doesn’t under
stand the people in his
town. In fact, the only
thing he seems to under
stand and like is driving
around in his beat up car
blasting Misfits albums
from a boom box in the
backseat. He’s alone, may
possibly become more
alone, but at heart he is

also enjoys some lively teen banter
with the increasingly mature Roberts.
(Their obligatory loss-of-virginity
scene is painfully honest in its awk
wardness.)
And Hutton, no stranger to sub
urban misery as an Oscar-winner for
“C'Irdinary People” nearly 30 years
ago, projects so much with stoic si
lence. He also has a marvelously tense,
drunken scene at the neighborhcKxl
dive bar in which Charlie confronts
Mickey without ever explicitly saying
he knows Mickc*y’s been having an
affair with his wife. Just the way they
Imik at each other says it all.
But twY much of “Lymelife” feels
like cliched whining. And yx>u can get
that at home for free.
“Lymelife,” a Scavii Media Films
a'lease, is rated R for language, st>me
sexual content, violence and drug use.
Running time: 9.S minutes. Two stars
out of four.

an individual rejecting his old friends who
went off to college and bought into a phony
system. And how does Owen comfort him?
With a simple instruction “to stay the same.

nY

to never change.”
Graham Culbertson is a KCPR l)J and a
Hipster Bullshit columnist.
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‘Vs. Children” is the latest release from Casiotone for the Painfully Alone.
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A rts & E ntertaevíment

K im ya D awson to play
at M itchell Park today
C lin to n McCiiie
M IM A M i l)\ll^

Michael C\‘ia and Idk'n I’agc sang
her song in the final scene ot the in
die sensation ‘‘111110,'’ now San 1iiis
Obispo can sing along with Kiniya
1l.iwson as she pertornis that song at
Mitchell Park tod.iv.
“.Anyone Klse hut Yon," whic h was
nude popular by the otiteast teenag
ers’ ecner, is one ot six songs featured
on the movie’s chart-topping soiindtrack. It IS expected that song will be
pertbrmed by I Xiwson during “Potluck at the Park," which kicks otl at
1 p.in.
I ).iwson, who became well known
as the female counterpart to Adam
(ireen in the band The Moldy Peach
es. will pert'orm tfom a more natural
set than usual. She will take center g.izebo, neglecting a stage and .ivoiding
a big production, I ).I.Y. SLt't member
Willie (ieussin said.
A low-key, yet anticipated, show
in the park with some food on the
side is not an unusual setting for I ).I .Y.
SI O. Hitting San Luis tObispo as she
does a sweep down the West Cio.ist,
1).iwson IS .iccustomed to perform
ing in unorthodox environments. She
pertbrmed at a house in Santa CYuz
earlier this week.
1).iwson currently lives in Olympia,
Wash, with her husband and her twoyear-old daughter. Taking full advan
tage of the ('alifornia sunshine before

she returns home, 1).iwson turned
dow n a show at the Art t Y'liter for
the outside location. Which is how
the event got its cLiytime spot. Ptitting on an outside show at night
would be a really ditHcult proposi
tion, (ieussin explained.
There is no .issur.ince a big
crowd will meet for the potluck
show because of its timing, but
( ’ieussin s.iys people will find their
w.iy because “Kiinya I ).iwson is
kind of a big draw.”
Other musicians that will per
form at the event include NeatoIkindito, C'hris Klippel,Woman is a
1)angercat and CY'cropia.
Ap.irt from the music selection,
there will be food .is observers and
fans are encouraged to bring vegan
foods to share for the potluck.
1)1.Y. SL(') IS a local home
grown organization that puts on
shows for little to no cost at all. In '
order to put on such inexpensive
shows the group has to be creative
in their locations. They h.ive set
up shop anywhere fmin the San
Luis Obispo Art (Y*nter to vacant
rooms at (kal Poly to the top of a
mountain at CYiesta Kidge.
The organization is also putting
on Hiichella '09 at the San Luis
("ibispo Art (xMiter at 7 p.m. Sundiy. ('alifornia bands Dirt Dress,
(Iraiul Lack, Pangea, Seasick,James
Rabbit and Hatchlings will take
center stage at the venue.

GISHb
STUDCNT GOVERNMENT

ASl wtHb*fvfry «utJmf « rofwwctton

to tt)c u4t>m«te coM«9e exp^ienc«

Applications
asi.calpoly.edu
7 5 6 -1 2 9 1

UN IVERSITY UNION
ADVISORY BOARD (UUAB)
N o m in a tio n s f o r C h a ir
are b e i n g a c c e p t e d o n
A p ril 1 4 & A p ril 2 1 , 2 0 0 9
a t th e
U U A B M e e t in g
U U 2 1 6 , 3 p .m .
The UUAB Chair is a member of the ASl Officer Team. The position is open to
any currently enrolled Cal Poly student who meets UUAB membership
requirements. Any currently enrolled Cal Poly student may submit the name
of an eligible student for nomination at this UUAB meeting.

W a n t a B ike
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Come
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‘State of Play
a political thriller

GLEN W1L.SON

a s s o c ia t e d p r e s s

source material.)
ASSIX lA ll l) PKFSS
He also gets journalism right,
which doesn’t always happen.
LOS ANCELLS (AP) — “St.itc 1)espite the quaint depiction of a
of Play” looks like a provocative, packed newsroom bustling with
‘70s-style political thriller, and it’s activity, the debates about quick
the murder of a young woman — a online hits vs. hard-hitting inves
rising congressman’s mistress — that tigations, between selling papers
drives the narrative.
with fliifr vs. offering actual sub
But it also turns out to be a fond stance, feel relevant and real.
homage to old-school journalism,
Believably disheveled, Oowe
and it phiys like a eulogy for a sadly loses himself in yet another role
dying industry That’s especially true — as always, he’s a character actor
of the footage that rolls during the in a leading man’s body — and
closing credits: the printing, p.ickag- he has some fiery exchanges with
ing and shipping out of a big-city the always sharp Helen Mirren
newspaper. The images may seem as the paper’s editor. Oowe also
mundane, but they also evoke nos has a comfortable cheinistrv with
talgia for a more optimistic, prosper Rachel McAdams as the young
ous time — especially for those of blogger he reluctantly accepts as
us who work in this business. And, his partner, and a couple of great
naturally, we all love movies about scenes with Jason Bateman as a
ourselves.
sleazy BR exec w'ho connects
C'mwe’s Cal McAttrey represents sevenil key players. (Functioning
the last vestige of this w.iy of life. A as a bad guy is a welcome change
veteran reporter for the Washington from him.)
Globe (standing in for the Post), he
But he and Affleck never feel
drives a beat-up 1990 Saab, crams like a good fit for each other, aiul
junk food in this face on the way to not just in .icting ability. The age
a crime scene and even keeps a bottle difference is too distracting and
of whiskey in the drawer of his ir makes it difficult to believe they
reparably messy desk.
were college roommates, which
But he also happens to be old is crucial to the plot, (irowe is 4.S
friends with the politician in ques and looks it; and while Atfleck
tion, Stephen ('ollins (Ben Atfleck), makes sense as a Washington upwho’s chairman of the committee and-conier with his generically
overseeing defense spending, ('al’s smooth, vapid appearance, he’s 36
various conflicts of interest — and and looks it, too.
the congressman’s — are revealed as
Robin Wright Benn is also an
the police and the paper compete to odd pairing for Affleck as his vic
investigate the killing.
timized but dignified wife. She,
I )irector
Kevin
Macdonald, too, is supposed to have gone to
who already showed a sure hand in college with Stephen and Gal. At
navigating complex plots and in 43, she feels natural with Crowe
tense intrigie with “The Last King (and their characters enjoyed a
of Scotland,” moves the story along fling in the past, which isn’t im
smoiithly through its various twists plausible) but it’s liard to accept
and turns. (There’s probably one her as Affleck’s wife.
too many at the end, but if you’ve
These aren’t the things we
seen the 2(Kl3 BBC tniniseries that should be occupying our mind
inspired “State of Pl.iy,” writers Mat with when there’s much meatier
thew Micluel (Trnahan,Tcmy Gilroy’ stuff to sink our teeth into on
and Billy Kay have stayed true to the screen.
C h risty L em ire

b ik e a u c t i o n

CENTRA! COAST

$h». 8*^ -

W H EN : APRIl 20l H AND 21 ST
TIM E: 8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
W H ERE: IN FRONT OF UPD
FOR QUESTIONS CALL: (805) 756-6586

The Spa Central Coast Staff will be on
campus Tues April 21 near the bookstore,
selling Bare Minerols & Aveda products
Some student discounts!
6I0SEl Camin« Reol, Atostadaio. (alifornia 93472 80S.464.0I79

Allen
continued from pa^e 8

that “after the various sex scandals
that Woody Allen has been associ
ated with, corporate America’s desire
to have Woody Allen endorse their
product is not what he may believe
it is.”
One billboard featured a frame
from “Annie I fill,” a film that won
.Allen a best-director Oscar. The im
age showed Allen dressed as a 1lasiilic
Jew with a long beard and black hat
and Yiddish text. I he words “Ameri
can Apparel” also were on the bill
board.
Allen’s l.iwsuit said the billboard
falsely implied he sponsored, en
dorsed or was associated with Amer
ican Apparel.
Slotnick said it was not a cheap
shot to bring up Allen’s sex life in a
lawsuit over the billboard and Inter
net ads.
“It’s certainly relevant in assess
ing the value of an endorsement,” he
said.
Farrow starred in several of Al
len’s movies during a relationship
with the director that ended in 1992,
when she discovered he was hav
ing an affair with her oldest adopted
daughter, Brevin, then 22. Allen mar
ried Breviii in 1997.
During a bitter custody fight, Far
row accused Allen of sexually abus
ing their adopted daughter Dylan, 7.
Allen was exonerated of the abuse
charges, but Farrow won sole cus
tody.
American Apparel is known for
its provocative ads of scantily dressed
models in tight-fitting and some
times see-through garments.
Allen testified at a December de
position that he considered the com
pany’s advertising to be “sleazy” and
“infantile.”
The newly filed court papers
revealed new exciTpts from Allen,
including why he might appeal to
some advertisers.
“I’ve always been, from the start
of my career, a special taste,” he said.
“There h.ive always been people that
h.ive loved me and there have always
been people that didn’t know what I
was about and couldn’t see anything
111 me.”
Allen also said ads shown to him
by American apparel, including his
rabbi ad, “have a sleazy quality to
them” and w’ere “not classy.”
He said if he were to do a com
mercial, he would h.ive to be paid a
lot and “it would h.ive to be a very
clever, kind of witty or intellectualstyle” commercial. He said being
asked to do an American Apparel ad
would be like being asked to do a de
odorant or cigarette commercial.
“There are reasons that you say
no despite the large sum of money
offered because of the product in
volved, and this very possibly would
fall under that category,” he said.
Lawyers for American Apparel
have complained that Allen has re
fused to turn over much of the in
formation they have demanded to
prepare for trial.
Among their demands were doc
uments concerning any endorse
ment requests that were withdrawn
after the sex scandal with Farmw
and Brevin became public.
1 he documents defined sex scan
dal as “your relationship with SoonYi Brevin including the discovery
... (of) nude pictures you took of
Soon-Yi Brevin.”
1 he lawyers also requested docu
ments concerning Allen’s public
image and reputation, including his
contention during his deposition
that he was a “special kind of entity”
or a “special taste.”
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Help Wanted

l.aptop Repair
www.laptoprepair.com
Student Discount. I'ast rurnaround
(SIS) d7.V|()66

l.ove volunteering? We are now
accepting applications for Program
Director position at C'al Poly's
Student Community Services. (let
an app. from UU 217. V'isit scs.
calpoly.edu for nuire into

.\ik id o H e^inners Speciui

.April 20-May IS. .S Mons 6.i()pm
I ree Uniform h'ree Registration S
free extra classes f- I'h $75 special
($230 Value Pre-register Aikido ol
SUO sensei(« aikidoslo.com
www.aikiddslo.ct)m

Help Wanted
DAY CAMPSKKKS SUMMER
STAFF. San Fernando and
Conejo Valleys. $3275-35(M)-t(88S)7«4-C AMP www.workateanip.com

Housing

Houses for Sale

ROOMATP: WANTLI) ASAP Irm
in 3HR'2ILA house, Imin to bus.
next to laguna shop, center $600/
mo (H05)478-72W Avail NOW

Rooms for Rent 2 rooms
available 4 rent in Santa Maria.
$5(K) each -t- dep. all utilities
included. Calf text Preddie («
(805)268-0042 for more info.

Lor Sale 4 bed 2 bath $500,000
Open House 4/18 & 4/10 10am2pm 547 Ellen Way SLO. Don't
miss this great rental op|)ortunitv!
805-704-80(M)

rOWNHOUSh l-OR RLNT.San
L uis Obispo, 3bedroom, 3bath,
2car garage, 2decks, new applianc
es. great views, sunshine, beautiful,
clean. $25(K)prmnth. oneyear lease,
stalling June Lst, 4studentsOK

Student share, very nice home in
Atascadero. 2 rms avail. $5()()-Kitil.
NP. NS. 805.608.4558

Uhiversoyof

Housin

Ânhounceménts

F. .\. Slimmer Day ( amps
Counselors, lifeguards & much
more, ww\v.daycampjobs.com
JOURNALISM MAJORS AND
WRITHRS - contribute tf) a new
website catering to college
students. Job requires writing
a series of articles that offer a
student's perspective on academic
programs, nightlife, activities, &
events that make up student life.
Hmail jdmealiC« yahoo.com for
more info

2 rooms available 4 rent in
Morro Bay home 5(X) each -(-de
posit call 80.5-215-3653

NOW IS T IIF TI MF K ) BUY A
HOUSE Take Advantage of Huge
Discounts and Historically Low
Mortgage Rates, f ree List of SLO
Houses/ Condos for Sale.
steveC«^ slohomes.com
Nelson Real Estate 546-1000

Pla<wr<j d
GfflidTnp/

popcullurecomics com O Doug Hranon 2008
liutr. maSM.u^.faciaii.waxing. (xiJif lt«ulmenb

PIP you
w w w .w lld k in g d o m ia fd fis .c o m

OUST cur m cHEesE?./

www.laverne.edu

CTCLzyJays

Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton

w em m

LA VERNE

1040 Court St & 1907 Broad St
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
805.781.6188 salonlux.com

Part Time Manageinent &
Part Time Sales Positions
Must be in SLO this summer
Drop off resumé at
767 Higuera Downtown SLO

Girls & Sports by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
F

Y

HAVE YOU
CHOSEN A
BUSINESS
SCHOOL YET?

I CANT
CHOOSE
T U S T ONE

Y

I HAVE TO (SO
FOR FIVE AND HOPE
ONE ACCEPTS ME

I T SOUNDS LIKE
MARSHALL'S DATlNiS
STRATEISY

/W VVVVV
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' ^ B A R T EN O ËR

su I do Iku

t r a in e e s n e e d e d
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Earn S100-S200/shift, No experience
necessary. International Bartender
School will be back in SLO one
week only. Day/Eve Classes. Job
placement pt time^full time openings,
limited seating, call today!
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Disney Parly Stopper
Across
I Result of some
oil deposits
5 X
I I Dram
14 Certain cable,
informally
15 Provincial capital
in NW Spam
16 Pres initials
17 Classic Cadillacs
19 Cry when seeing
something for
the first time
20 Positive aspects
21 Total
23 Hard tats
24 Ones making
snap decisions?
25 Passed quickly
27 Item of sports
equipment
approximately
43'^ long
28 The Sun Devils
for short
30 Mr - whose first
name is Quincy
31 Chill
accompaniment.
often
35 Slip

36 Bygone flier, for
short
39 Street sign .. or
a hint to this
puzzle's theme
40
-eyed
41 “P o r ....
Cabeza” (tango
song)
42 Incendiary
44 Like humans
and ostriches
46 Ohio governor
Strickland
47 One-eyed god of
myth
51 Fruit waste
52 Paris’s Ruo
Croix de la
Bretonnene
Abbr
54
-Roman
55 Cold and damp
57 Mountain
climbing hazard
59 Doo-wop
syllable
60 Batman, with
“The"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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0
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62 Essential
ed Earthen pots for
liquids
64 ^ name m '50s
65 Fingers
66 Naughty
67 Scraps

Down

10

1

<2

|I6

t't

1«

17

|1 9

.3

.7

1 Point a finger at,
say
2 Confine
3 Sartre novel,
with l a ”
4 Hastens
5 Ouiet fishmg
spot
6 Company
started m 1946
at the Detroit
and Miami
airports
7 Scratch
8 Red carpet
walker
9
to
11
12

Shangri-las
Out the window
Like a sabe:
North Carol
county sea:

13 Educ group
18 Mad workers, for
short
22 1992 top to hit
“Life
Highway"
24 Companion of
Panza
26 Knight time?
28 Tiger or Twin,
briefly
29 Censors have
them: Abbr.
30 E-mails; Abbr
32 “B e ___ r
33 Last digit in a
price, often

Pii 7 »|.- by Oivid Cbupuit

4 British author
Baqnold

■‘.i

i-'i,tvwa''iT,ers

t7 I.Hi':
38 Features of
many Olympic
broadcasts
43 British fighter
plane
45 G.P.’s grp

48 More like a
doornaiP
49 Superlatively
slippery
50 Frank who wrote
The Pit ■ 1903
52 Ingratiating
behavior
53 Prepared, as a
report
54 Dogfaces

56 Turn-of-thecentury year in
King John s
reign
57
chic
58 "Ttiaf's enough
out of you'”
59 What people
who head for the
hills do?
61 Popular TV
drama set in Las
’ Vegas

For answers, call 1-900-285 5656, $1 49 a minute, or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscnptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
AT&T users Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes com/mobilexword for more information
Online subscnptions Today’s puzzle and more than 2.000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes com/wordplay
Crosswords for young solvers: npimes com/teaming/xwords
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Will she say yes?
Make sure you choose the perfect ring.

styles
online at

kjons.com

•Tu»-' Y
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FINE JEWELERS

805 4Ô6-7248
5255 El Comino, AioKodero
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Graphic Arts Building Suite 226
Califoma Fbtytechnic State University
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O pinion/E ditorial
E d ito r in c h ief: Marlize van K om burgh
M a n a g in g E d ito r: Giana Magnoli

Thursday, April 16, 2009
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,505) 756-1796 editorial
;;805) 756-1143 advertising
;505) 756-6784 fax
jstangjaiMíígrrviil.coni e -m a il

editors & staff
e d it o r in c h ie f - 'aiiize van Rorp.buigh
m a n a g in g e d it o r Giana Magnoli
n e w s e d it o r Rachel Glas
n e w s d e s ig n e r O m ar Sanchez
w ir e e d it o r Cassie Carlson
s p o rts e d it o r Scott Silvey
s p o rts d e s ig n e r Kate Nickerson
o n lin e e d ito r Lauten Rabaino
a rts e d it o r Emilie Egger
.arts d e s ig n e r Milena Krayzbukh
*o p y e d ito r s Alex Kacik, Jennifer
T tcomb, Bneehan Yohe-Mellor Megan
Hassler
h e a d p h o to g r a p h e r Knsten Hays
p h o to g r a p h e r s Nick Camacho,
'■’atnek Fina Michael Constable, Megan
Keating Matt Fountain
la y o u t m a n a g e r Andiew Santos'ohnson
id v e r tis in g c o o r d in a t o r Jessica
•Utey
b u s in e s s m a n a g e rs Sarah Carbonel,
Ian Toner Bnttany Kelley
a d v e rtis in g m a n a g e rs Gaby H orta
Ashley Singer Charlotte Lilley
a d d e s ig n e rs Daryl Daley, Justin Rodnguez, Andrew Santos-Johnson, Mai-Chi Vu,
iiscxi Cope, John Dixon, Sara Hamling
a d v e rtis in g r e p r e s e n ta tiv e s
Megan Dillev Jessica Schnoedei: Kacy
Snin, Jenny Staskus, Colm Pnnci, Brrttni
ick. Knstin Ccnlan, Adam Rachta. Fogi
C'M'rs Drew
fa c u lty a d v is e r feres<i Allen
;:e n e ra l m a n a g e r Paul Bittick

w rite a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght
to edit letters for grammar profanities
<’.nd length. Letters, commentanes and
cartoons do not represent the views of
the Mustang Daily. Rease limit length to
250 words. Letters should include the
wnter’s full name, phone number major
and class standing. Letters must come
from a Cal Roly e-mail account D o not
send letters as an attachment Rease
send the text in the bexJy of the e-mail.
B y e - m a il:
mustangdaityopinions@gmail.com
B y m a il:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226

a i Poly. SLO,CA 93407

Congress must embrace
private solution to piracy
The

C o n se rv a tiv e
Cox^ätutionalist
byColin

lim

The recent increase in piracy off the Horn of Africa has gained an enor
mous amount of media attention, including the essay printed Tuesday by
Mustang IXuly reporter Mikaela Akuna.There is an obvious consensus that
the pirates are a problem for commerce, yet few seem to propose a solu
tion to the problem. Camgressional leaders, not the president, need to work
towards a strategy’ to control piracy against American vessels.
The U.S. Constitution specifically mentions piracy on the high seas in
.^rticIe I. Section H. "Tlie ('ongress shall have the Rower... To define and
puuiNh I’iracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas; and C')ffeiises
against tlie Law ot Nations;To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and
Kcprisal. and make Knles concerning (Liptnres on Land and Water."
Jumping into another interventionist conHict m Somalia must be avoid
ed. ,\nd svnthesizing the most effective approaeh takes time. Somalians
neree'iv re-ist meddling m their civil strifes, as dcmonstrateAl by the U.S.leiMuimanitariaii" invasion of I‘)92 and 1993."Operation Restore Hope”
resulted in not only tailiire. but also the deaths ot 43 and wounding of 153
Amerieans. While stime propose controlling the ptirts of the pirates, this
strategv' is not practiealK viable. Another full-scale war leading to an oc
cupation similar to IraAj and Afghanistan is not the answer.
A naval blockade along the coast of the (iu lfo f Aden is not a practical
solution either. (Airrently the navies of several nations are patrolling the
waters, but with limited success in finding pirates.The areas of pirate attacks
span thousands of square kilometers. Yes, this is the teehiiologically-advaneed 21st century, but the abilitv’ to respond quickly enough to any
point under attack remains impossible. Hloekading coastlines
historically has been shown to he largely ineffective.
While it lielped win the American Cavil War to a
limited extent, the naval blockade of the
South still let three-quarters of blockade
—'
runners through.The financial burden of
- :
a continued government-provided enormous naval
force also eliminates this strategy’ as a solution.
C'ongress needs to work with other states throughout the world
" '
to permit merchant vessels to arm themselves for defense against pi
rates. C'urrently many ports forbid merchant ship from being armed with

firearms, leaving merchantmen to ward off attacks with firehoses and a.xes.
Most pirates are untrained teenagers toting ine.xpensive AK-47 riHes riding
on rtimsy boats. If shipping companies place a value higher than ransom
payments or insurance upon the value of the cargo, then the company
should train and arm the crewman to defend it. If shipping companies are
worried about damaging the cargo, they should provide a small escort ves
sel for the ship or ship in convoys through dangerous waters. It wouldn’t
take much of an armament to blow the lightweight pirate boats out of
the water. Rermittiiig armament would also allowing crewman to protect
themselves from being kidnapped, a fundamental right of an individual.
Cioveriimeiit restrictions on doing this are the main problem. Letters of
marque (to capture pirate ships) and reprisal (revenge for attacks) should be
made available to shipping companies from Congress for defense of their
ships and cargo, should they choose to do so via private security firms.
The greatest threat of piracy along the coast of Somalia is that it will
be used as an excuse for another interventionist war. The cries for instant
revenge that suckered us into Afghanistan and Iraq must be ignored, and
private solutions embraced. It is up to shipping companies to deliver their
cargo, and any restrictions placed upon them by governments that prevent
them from doing so need to be sjuestioned.
Colin Mr Kim is an environmental mamn<ement and protertion junior and a
Mnsranx Daily poliiiral roliinmisi.
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corrections

The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal
Roly campus and the neighboring eexnmunity. We appreciate your leadership
and are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
tr mustangdaily@gmail.com.

notices

The Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum. ’Student editors have full
authority to rnake all content decisions
without censorship or advance ap
proval
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa
per, however, the reimoval of more than
one copy of the paper per day is sub
ject to a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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Return of Havana nights is overdue
Restricting Cuban-Americans the liberties to
visit their families and assist them financially at
In an effort to improve relations with Cuba. their will was an outdated practice that should
President Uarack Obama k>osened travel restric have expired along with the Cold War. But in
tions Tuesday, allowing American citizens with this time of worldwide financial and diplomatic
relatives in Cuba to visit and send money freely unrest, taking baby steps is a more viable route
to the island nation. The policy shift, which Fi than making large, unexpected changes, because
del CListro called “positive, although minimal,” it establishes a sense of pmgress in a gradual, do
is a small step
able w.iy.
toward
estab
This crucial step —rather
lishing
more
than leap - in a positive di
T he United States’ work in
favorable diplo
rection gives CTbama credi
macy with Chiba,
bility as a levelheaded, care
establishing a fnendlier relation
upon which the
ful diplomat and extends a
ship
with
Cuba
...
is
a
necessary
United
States
cautious hand to CAiba.The
has enforced a
diplomatic gesture to initiate a
new policy will stimulate
trade embargo
the ('uhan economy and
larger change in the future.
since the 1960s.
give Cuba, which is decidAlthough
the
■I
I
edly no longer nearly the
embargo
it
threat it once was when the
self has yet to
embargo was implemented,
be lifted, its debilitating effects are mitigated by more resources and support to further its new
Obama’s measure, which, albeit seemingly slow- governmental reforms.
and-steady, puts policy with Cuba on the right
Under Raul Castro, positive changes have
track.
taken place in Cuba, like the assistance given to
( t h e m i l Y I R I E fUESS) HOSTON U.

private agriculturists and a salary restructuring
to benefit harder-working employees in govern
ment jobs.These small steps, in conjunction with
Obama’s, are building a hopeful future for Cuba.
The United States’ work in establishing a
friendlier relationship with Cuba, as well as
changing pcilicy to allow travel and transactions
to take place there, is a necessary diplomatic ges
ture to initiate a larger change in the future.
Though some camps believe in the complete
termination of the trade embargo and lifted
travel restrictions for all Americans, while others
preach for isolationism, this is a new era in inter
national diplomacy.
Now, policies need to be modernized and
reevaluated, expired grudges need to be shirked
and unnecessary enmities be mitigated. After sev
eral decades of being at odds, the United States
and Cuba face a long and difficult road toward
rectifying their relaticmship. To begin prtTgress
down this road, Obama is smart to start off tip
toeing instead of sprinting.
— Oritjinally published in the Daily Free Press of
Bo.vto« ( University.
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Modern-day tea party
shows absurdity is brewing
the event began a revolution of government and
thought in America.
The Tax Day Tea Party Web site does not
The
provide a clear mission statement behind their
protest Wednesday, but it does feature a link to an
Le n s article by Peter R olf which declares that “Presi
dent Obama and his economic team’s proposals
can be summarized simply as more borrowing
by Stephanie England
to pay for more spending offset by more taxes.”
The significance of holding the tea parties on
the day that taxes are due can’t go unnoticed.
1 am amused by absurdity in society, and this
Bruce Bartlett of Forbes wrote of the tax
week I received from the conservative move protest,“The irony of these protests is that federal
ment a gift abounding in absurdity: Wednesday s revenues as a share of the gross domestic product
Tax Hay Tea Party.
will be lower this year than any year since 1950.
The 1733 Boston Tea Party, which Tea l*ar- According to the Congressional Budget Office,
tiers Newt (lingrich and Sean Hannity used as the federal government will take only 15.5 per
a model for Wednesday s protest, was an impor cent of GDP in ta.xes this year, compared to 17.7
tant foundational event for America. Colonists, percent last year, 18.8 percent in 2007 and 20.9
shouting "No taxation without representation,” percent in 2000.”
threw shipments of unused tea into the Boston
Karlyn Bowman, also of Forbes, wrote of
Harbor in response to the British governments the public’s view of ta.xes. “Today, since about
three pence tax on tea.
40 percent of Americans either pay no federal
According to the British constitution, no income taxes or have no tax liability, tax dissat
British subject could be taxed without their isfaction isn’t especially high.” She explains that
elected parliamentars’ oti'icials’ consent. Since 60 percent of Americans think the amount of
American colonists could not elect parliamen federal income tax they pay is lair.
tary representation, it was unconstitutional for
Facts paint a much different picture of public
parliament to tax colonists. It would have been
opinion on ta.xes than Hannity and Gingrich
lawful only for the elected co
would have us believe.
lonial otTicials to tax the
The majorirs' of Americans be
colonists. The Boston
lieve that the amount of federal in
Tea Party was a result
come tax they pay is fair, not that
of the British gov
taxes are too high and burden
ernment's unl.iwsome. Since 40
fill actions, and

Liberal

%

V

COMMENTS
I will admit that the governing
idea of this article is one that 1
(and, 1 must add, unfortunately)
agree to. The “left” has become
disturbingly placated by the elec
tion o f Obama, as if all problems
will be solved by this one man, I,
like many, was very angry to hear
the cuts to the budget included a
much needed stimulus to the edu
cation system.
However, what this articles fails
to mention (perhaps because of
certain biases) is the wheeling and
dealing the occurs within the walls
of the Capital State Building. 1 will
admit to my lack of knowledge
in certain political matters, but it
doesn’t seem too far out of left
field to say that perhaps Obama
used the “war funding” as to tool
to get congress moving on the
economic bailouts, something that
everyone has agreed (for different
reasons) is necessary. This is what
bothers me the most, “Washington
Politics” at its best. How can we
trust any president or politician to
maintain their values when poli
tics calls for certain sacrifices to be
made?
— Ceranno
Response to “The left's nnsettliny
silence"

percent of Americans do not send their hardearned money to the federal government, we
must assume that a substantial percentage of the
people who showed up to protest (though per
haps not 40 percent) also do not pay ta.xes. Why
would someone protest against something that
does not even affect them?
The important difference between Wednes
day’s protest and the Boston Tea Parry is that the
colonists were protesting an issue of importance.
What can Tea Partiers hope to achieve by pro
testing taxes?
The absurdity of the Tax Day Tea Party is that
protesting taxes can accomplish nothing. If no
one paid taxes, the government would be ren
dered obsolete, and so would the Defense De
partment and all branches of the military. How
would America support the troops? How would
America take care of its veterans?
I’m writing this column on Tea Party Eve,
and all through the channels, not a conservative
is stirring, not even The Louse (Rush Limbaugh),
to predict how many people will show up to the
protests on Wednesday. Frankly, it doesn’t matter
if millions of people showed up to the protests.
This was an event designed to help the R e
publican Party reinvent itself — and despite the
turnout (whether large or small), the fundamen
tal flaws behind the conservative ideology’ of
low ta.xes and small government remain. A few
fringe conservatives e.xercismg their free speech
rights does not constitute an event in the spirit
of the Boston Tea Party.

I understand what you are saying
with the overuse of labels. I guess
my initial response would be that
where libertarians tend to disagree
with liberals the most would be
in economic policies. Today, it’s all
about economics and not social is
sues. which is where libertarians
tend to be more aligned with the
liberals. So ripping on liberals is
more appropriate because the fo
cus of our nation has been on the
economy, and not wars or social
issues, at least since the new presi
dent took over.
— Mike
Response to " ()lunn,i roters: 2 1st
century coirnien "

Stepluviw
is ivi [iin^lishJunior iuul o Mushui{>
Doily politicol lohniwist.

'I
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Honestly. I had a hard time fol
lowing the article. Maybe it was
because I was reading too fast, or
that it is written poorly. The simi
les weren’t very effective either.
Anyw.iys, I can appreciate .Mr.
Hicks expressing his opinion. So I
believe he was alluding to the fact
that our “government’’ is adopt
ing a lot of socialist policies. And
I would have to agree.
The one thing I strongly agree on
IS that C^baina supporters are gull
ible people. He was voted on his
rhetoric, not his character or his
beliefs. He has reversed his posi
tion on everything he campaigned
on.That goes to show you the real
person he is: Weak. His executive
order of “closing” Guantanamo
B.iy did not close the facility; I be
lieve that it basically said that he
was make a decision whether or
not to close it at the end of the
year. To conclude randomly, but
thoughtfully, anyone who voted
for Obama or McCain is a corpo
rate drone.
— Criry
Response to “Ohama roters: 21st
century caremen "
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W akefield throw s 4 -h itte r in B oston’s win over A’s
Greg Heachani
\ S M II

lAI H I I'KI ss

OAKIANI). C'alif. — Whon
1im Wakchokl snipped bv lerrv
I raiu tina's otViee VU'diiesdav inortimg, lie already realized the Boston
Red Sox uere staggering. I hey had
lost six ot seven \\ hile struggling to
hit, and their bullpen w.is gassed af
ter piti hing 11 innings last night.
“1 understand the eiivunistanees
ot today.” Wakefield recalled telling
his inanager.”No matter w hat, don’t
take me out."
braneona ne\er even h.id to
eonsidei it. His 42-year-okl kiiiu kleballer helped the Reil Sox get a
w hole lot better w ith one of the best
pertornianees of his long career.
Wakefield took .i no-hitter into
the eighth inning in a masterful displ.iv ot his unusual art, finishing w ith
,1 four-hitter VCediiesd.u m Boston's
slump-snapping S-2 victory over
the COakland .Athletics.
Waketiekl (1-1) got within five
outs Ilf the first no-hitter of his 17season in.ijor league c.irevr. nearlv
becoming the second-oldest pitcher
to .iccomplish the fe.it atter Nolan
Ryan, wlui did it twice when he
was older th.ui Wakefield's 42 years.
2¡Áí> d.ivs.
Kurt Suzuki broke it up with a
one-out single to left for the .A's.and
1andón I’owell had an RBI single
later in the inning. Wakefield also
gave up .Matt 1lolhd.iy’s run-scormg double m the ninth, but escapeil
one List jam before getting hugs and
congr.itulatioiis from e.ich of his

teammates.
“ 1 hev were re.illy aggressive
early, and then something kind of
clicked m the second or third in
ning,''Wakefield said. "I’m not dis.ippomted. Obviously (a no-hitter)
is something that's great to try to
get. but the most important thing
was to preserve our bullpen.”
VChth an otf-d.iy riiursd.iy, con
sider the bullpen preserve*.! — and
a potential early-season crisis avoide*.l.
■Mike 1owell hit a two-run
homer in the second inning .iiul J.l).
I )rew .idded a three-run drive dur
ing the six-run eighth for the Red
Sox, w ho were ofV to their wxirst
start since
Boston slumped to
2-() Tuesday night w ith a (t-5 loss m
which starter Daisuke Matsuzaka
couldn't make it t*> the second in
ning, forcing six relievers to wiirk
into the 12th in frigid (Xiklaiui
temperatures.
"You h.ive to be more economi
cal w hen you have to go deep into
the game,” Wakefield said, explain
ing his plan to go straight at hitters,
particularly m the late innings. "You
have to throw more strikes, and I
w.is concentrating on that. 1 was
just thankful that 1 got to the eighth
very easily.”
.Although W'akefield has been
a dependable member of liosttni's
rotation since l‘>^kS. he has never
allowed fewer than three hits in a
complete game — though he once
took a no-hitter into the ninth at
Tampa B.iy. a game he recalled only
vaguely. I le also didn't pitch partic

ularly well down the stretch last sea
son during the Red Sox's run to the
.AT championship seiies, failing to
get out of the third inning of (kune
4 against Tampa Bay.
Rarely cracking 70 iiiph on
the Cailiseum radar gun. W'akefiekl
retired O.ikland’s first TS hitters,
mostly on harmless grounders and
popups. Suzuki reached first on
an error by I invell at third base to
open the sixth, but W'.ikefield easily
got out of the inning.
” 1 had to mess up (the perfect
game), but 1 thought something
special was going to happen.” Low
ell said."W/e needed something like
that, aiul Tim came through for us.”
Wakefield walked Mark Hllis to
open the eighth, and Suzuki rapped
a single to left. Fans of both te.iins
gave a loud ov.ition to the knucklebailer, w ho strandeil two A’s on base
moments later.
"We hit the ball hart! off him.
iind they made a few good pl.iys,”
Tills said. ” 1 he way the ball moves,
you think it's going aw.iy, and all of a
sud*.len It breaks back over the plate.
.A knuckleball is kind ofa Hip of the
coin; some d.iys it’s on.You don’t see
it very often.”
Wakefield, who hadn't won in
se\en games and five starts m (Xikland since September l‘f')‘X threw
his first complete game since M.iv.
Wakefield's
bnlli.mce
over
shadowed lirett Anderson (<*-2),
tXikland’s 21-year-old rookie left
hander. I le looked sharp in just his
second m.ijtir league appearance, al
low ing just five hits and two walks
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through seven innings.
"F le's throw ing up zeros, and
you’re trying to put up zeros,” An
derson said after commiserating
with fellow A’s starter Trevor Gahill,
w ho hist a 1-0 decision to Seattle’s
Trik Ifed.ird last Sund.iy. "We need
some luck, but as long as we keep
pitching like that, we’ll be fine.”
Ifefore the game, Boston put
AFatsuzaka on the l.S-d.iy disabled
list with a mild right shoulder strain.
Matsuzaka has struggled in two
st.irts this season after w inning three
games and the MVl* award at the
Vkorld Baseliall (dassic.
Lowell connected for his second^
homer of the season after jasoii IXiy's
two-out single m the second. 1*iw-

elTs fly landed on the shelf above
the left-field scoreboard that divides
the stands from the field, getting out
tif the park by a few inches.
Orlando ('abrera and Jack (hist
Isoth came close to getting hits for
Oakland in the seventh, but Bos
ton’s ilefense rescued W.ikefield.
Drew made a running grab of (hibrera’s drive to the outfield, and
Nick ( ¡reeii made a tw isting leap to
snag (hist’s bloop to shallow center.
After D.ivid Ortiz hit an eighth
inning double for his first extra-base
hit of the season. Drew put his sec
ond homer of the season deep into
tlie right field stands. Green and Jacolsy Lllsbury hit run-scoring sin
gles later in the eighth.

THIS WEEK IN CÁL POLY ATHLETICS
BASEBALL .sUC DAVIS
BAGGETT STADIUM 6PM

BIG WEST CONFERENCE MEN’S AND WOMEN’S

GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS
SAN LUIS COUNTRY CLUB 8AM

SATURDAY

TUESDAY

BASEBALL .sUC DAVIS
BAGGETT STADIUM 6PM 7

BIG WEST CONFERENCE MEN’S AND WOMEN’S

GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS
SAN LUIS COUNTRY CLUB 8AM

SUNDAY
BASEBALL rsUC DAVIS
BAGGETT STADIUM 1PM*
* Jersey Day All youth, 13 arid under, receive free
•

admission by wearing a jersey to the game!
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Boston catcher rim Wakefield is congratulated by teammate Cieorge Kottaras after his complete-game victory over the Oakland As on Wednesday.

Kyle Smith
Visalia, CA
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up.
So lot’s look .It wh.it wo’ro dc.iling with, riio top five tc.ims that
sccni to dcspor.itoly nood a solid
R't'civcr moro than anything olso
arc (diicago, Baltimore, Tennessee,
New York (C'dants), and Oakland.
Cdiieago recently acquired pro
howler Jay C!utler, instantly turning
them into a threat through the air.
But they clearly lack any receiv’mg talent except tor I )evin 1Tester.
Baltimore m.iy have tbund a sold
tVanchise quarterback in Joe Flacco,
hut he has tew options to throw to
m passing situations. Tennessee has
established itselt as a powerhouse
team with veteran quarterback
Kerry ('ollins under center, hut
again he has very tew receiving
options, a m.Kter that once tixeiT
could possibly make them a Super
bowl team. The New York (iiants
recently released receiver IMaxico
TTurress, leaving quarterback Fdi
Manning with only Steve Sinitli as
a go-to man. And tinally, Oakland
is in need of several things to make
them a playotT team, but clearly a

talented receiver is the one thing
they lack the most on the otfensive
side of the ball.
So is Barden likely to show up at
one of these teams’ training camps
come spring? It’s tough to say. If
the teams listed above use their first
round picks to cure their receiver
problem, they’re most likely going
to go after one of the top prospects
mentioned at the beginning of this
column. So maybe its safe to s.iy
that Barden will end up with a
team whose second or third need
is a receiver, stmiewhere around
one of the first few rounds.
If 1 had to make my predic
tion I’ll say Barden ends up on a
team like Cdiicago or I )allas. As I
said before, (diicago clearly needs
several receivers to help tlie newly
developed passing situation in the
Bears’camp, and Dallas needs some
third or fourth go-to guys in their
passing game, lioth teams don’t
have first round picks, so it’s fair to
say that maybe liarden could end
up in one of those places in the
second or third round.
Barden recently participated
in the 2009 Scouting Combine,
alongside a few' dozen other wide
receivers. Most of the other receiv
ers were from Division 1 schools.

continuedfrom page 16

secutive matches coming into the
matchup with the sixth-seeded
Highlanders who went winless m
conference this year. UCi River
side has lost seven duals in a rowoverall.
Felix Macharez and John I'ark
lead the Highlanders at No. 1 and
2 singles and also combine for the
top doubles team.
Cial I'oly was dominant in their
conference opener against the
Highlanders on Feb. 2S winning
b-1.
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TylerJauch is a political science sopho
more and a Mustang Daily sports col
umnist.

NICK C.AMACHO MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO

Former Cal Poly receiver Ramses Barden, shown above, is expected to
be taken as early as late in the second round of the NFL draft.

fourth-seeded UC' Santa Barbara
at I p.m. T riday m Indian W ells at
the Big West C'onference ('hanip io n sh ip s.

I he Claudios will play Cal Poly
111 the first round by virtue of los

ing a com Hip after being involved
in a three-w.iy tie for the fourth
seed with a 4-4 conference re
cord.
Junior Brittany Blalock, who
posted a 2 2 -Hi record on the sea
son and fmished a top 100 national

Long Beach State last Saturday.
She would also score the winning
run a day later on an Anna C.ahn
single.
C'ahn
leads the con
ference in victories and innings
pitched. She is also second in
strikeouts and fourth in ERA and
opposing batting average.

mustangdaily.net
alway s s o m e t h i n g new .

NICK (lAMAC.HO

8 ® iM lD

Fresh ofVa sweep of l ong Beach
State, the No. 22 Mustangs will
travel to play ('al State Northridge
starting with a doubleheader on
Saturday afternoon.
The wins over the 49ers pro
pelled C'al Poly (2S-9.7-2 Big West
(amference) into a first-place tie
with Ckil State I ullerton.
Despite a solid overall record,
the Matadors (2.^-14, .C.5) have
struggled in the Big West just two
games ahead of eighth-place Pa
cific.
C'al Poly swept the weekly softball awards as sophomore pitcher

m u s t a n g d a iiv

Cial Poly .senior shortstop Melissa
Pura takes a pitch during one of
the Mustangs record 18 consecu
tive home victories.

'"deo

Anna Ckihn was named Big West
co-Pitcher o f the Week and junior
first baseman Krysten C'ary w.o
named co-player o f the w eek.
Ckiry’s conference-leading 12th
homerun o f the year provided the
onlv run in a l-(l victorv over

«

Trenidy Clothes @ Affordable Prices
%

Cheapest Swim Shop
I

for guys in SLO!
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which could possibly pose a threat
to Barden as NT T. teams may think
he hasn’t lined up against many
talented defenses.
One of the most valued widereceiver abilities at the combine is
speed, liarden posted a 4..5K (sec
onds) 40-yard dash. This wasn’t
exactly near the top of the list, but
his height and N(]AA stats were
thought to make up for it.
1lowever, since the combine
Barden has been clocked in at an
impressive 4..SI at (;.il Boly’s pro
d.iy. Working with USC quarter
back Mark Sanchez has definitely
made him more visible, so the
combination of Barden’s improved
speed and visibility have led several
draft websites to claim he may go
as high as the late second round.
So as you can see it’s difficult
to s.iy where Barden will end up.
That’s why they have people that
get paid to figure this stuff out.
One thing I do know for certain is
that it’s not a common occurrence
that a (ial I'oly football pl.iyer goes
pro, so no matter where he ends
up, anywhere will do.

DAILY

(iai Poly junior Suzie Matz.enauer,
shown above, and Brittany Blal
ock have been a fearsome one-two
punch for the Mustangs.

The No. .5 seed C'.al Poly
women’s tennis team will take on

To
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ranking, is expected to lead Cal
Poly at No. 1 singles. Blalock re
corded a victory over No. H Maria
Sanchez of USC earlier this season,
giving Cal Poly its biggest singles
win in school history.
The Mustangs defeated UC
Santa Barbara 5-2 on February
20. Cal poly swept doubles w-hile
junior Suzie Matzenauer, Blalock,
senior Whitney Peterson and ju 
nior Diane Filip all claimed singles
victories.
Matzenauer and Blalock have
provided tough competition at
No. 1 and 2, as Matzenauer is 22-9
this year.
The winner will go on to face
the winner of the match between
No. 2 UC' Irvine and No. 7 UC'
Davis in Saturday’s semifinals.

Round-up

The Mustangs were led most
of tlie season by freshman Andre
I )onie who has missed the last
three duals with an injury. He has
been named Big West M en’s Ten
nis I’layer of the Week twice this
year.
Sophomore I )rew Jacobs has
replaced Dome at No. I singles re
cently and is second on tlie team
with 12 victories overall. |umor
Robert Foy, who has won five
straight matches, leads the team
with 14 w ins. I he twn are the
only Mustangs to have appeared m
all 19 duals this year.
I he w inner will face No. 2
seed UC' Irvine on Saturday in the
semifinals.
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Cal Poly’s Adam Buchini takes a cut against Rice during the Mustangs’
only hom e loss this season on Feb. 20.
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UC Irvine

8-1

.889

23-10

.697

Cal Poly

5-4

.556

24-9

.727

Cal S tate Fullerton

5-4

.556

23-9

.719

UC Santa B arbara

5-4

.556

19-10

.655

Pacific

5-4

.556

13-18

.419

Cal S tate N orthridge 3-6

.333

15-20

.429

UC R iverside

2-4

.333

20-10

.667

Long Beach S tate

2-4

.333

15-17

.469

UC D avis

1-5

.167

6-24

.200

O V ER A LL

The No. 15 C"al Poly baseball
team will host UC' Davis starting
Friday night at Baggett Stadium
in a three-game Big West C'.onference series.
The Mustangs (24-9, 5-4) are
coming off a loss to Santa Cdara on
Tuesday but will have their nor
mal starting rotation in effect for
the weekend series.
C'al Poly freshman second baseman Matt Jensen is the reigning
Big West Player of the Week after
going 5-for-12 against Pacific last
weekend.
Jensen currently leads the Mus
tangs in a multitude of offensive cat
egories including doubles, home
runs, walks and IfBI.
Cal Ikily IS currently tied for
second place in the conference
with UC' Santa Barbara, Pacific
and C'al State Fullerton.The four
some trail UC^ Irvine by three
games.
The Aggies are struggling
thnnigh a down year sitting at
6-25 and have won just one game
in conference thus far. They were
pounded in their last game, a 21-4
loss to C'al on Wednesday.
The Mustangs haven’t lost at
home since an opening day loss
to now-No. 1 Rice. They have
since reeled off 14 straight at Bag
gett Stadium.
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The Cal Poly m en’s tennis
team will kick off the Big West
Conference Championships at
9 a.m. Friday in Indian Wells
when they take on UC River
side in a quarterfinal match.
The third-seeded Mustangs
(10-9) have won four con-

It’s just over a week until the
2009 NFL draft for C'al Poly superstar Ramses Barden. After several
seasons as the Mustangs go-to man
down the stretch, the next level of
superstardom awaits. So in a draft
pool that’s not exactly bursting at
the seams with receivers, it’s hard
not to ask where he will end up.
It’s likely that there will only
be a few wide receivers selected
in the first round in this year’s
draft. The top prospects include
Michael C'rabtree (Texas Tech),
Jeremy Maclin (Missouri), 1)arrius
Fleyward-Bey (Maryland), Percy
Flarvm (Florida) and Hakeem
Nicks (North C.’arohna). And it’s
not even an easy task in deciding
how many of these top performers
will go m the first round.
If we can maybe assume that at
least three of those top prospects
will go in the first round, we need
to look at what NFL teams are in
desperate need of some hands on
the offensive side o f the ball to de
termine where Barden could end

see Round-up, page 15

see Barden, page 15
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Cal Poly’s Andre Dome, shown
above, a key to the Mustangs’
success this year, has been out
for the last three duals.

Fan fights N Y Yankees ‘God Bless America’ ejection
L a rry N eu m e isie r
ASSIH IATEI) FkESS

NEW Y O R K — A baseball
fan who says he was ejected from
Yankee Stadium by police after he
left his seat to use the bathroom
during the playing of “(»od Bless
America” sued the New York Yan
kees and the city on Wednesday.
Bradford
C'ampeau-Laurton
says m his federal lawsuit his rights
were violated at an Aug. 26 game
between the Yankees and the Bos
ton Red Sox when he tried to pass
a police officer.
The lawsuit said the officer
did not let him take a step before
grabbing his right arm and twist
ing it behind him. It said two of
ficers marched him down several
ramps to the stadium’s exit, where
he was pushed out as one officer
told him to leave the country if he
didn’t like it.
C'ampeau-Laurion, a director
of Web productions for a media
company, does not participate in
religious services and objects to
being required to do so, the law
suit said. He is proud to be an

American but objects to being re
quired to participate m displays of
patriotism, it added.
“Cod Bless America,” w rit
ten by Irving Berlin in 1918, was
played at big league ballparks
throughout the country when
baseball resumed after the Sept.
11, 2(M)1, terrorist attacks. It was
discontinued in some cities the
following seasons but remained a
fixture at Yankees games, at which
security personnel and ushers use
chains to block off" some exits
while it’s played.
City lawyer Muriel CoodeTrufant said the city hadn’t seen
the lawsuit but planned to review
it thoroughly. The lawsuit seeks
unspecified damages and a ruling
that the city and the Yankees acted
unconstitutionally.
Police spokesman Paul J. Browne
said the officers, who were being
paid by the Yankees to work at the
Bronx stadium, ejected CampeauLaurion, 30, after they “observed a
male cursing, using inappropriate
language and acting in a disorderly
manner while reeking of alcohol,”
He said the officers “decided to

eject him rather than subject oth
ers to his offensive behavior.”
The lawsuit said Campeau-Laurion, who lives in Queens, and a
friend “enjoyed the game quietly,”
though there were rowdy young
men seated a few rows away. After
buying a second beer an hour af
ter his first, Campeau-Laurion re
mained in his seat, eating peanuts
and watching the game, it said.
A Yankees spokeswoman, Alice
McCtillion, said the team had no
comment.
Christopher Dunn, associate
legal director of the New York
Civil Liberties Union, said it was a
“troubling example o f compelled
patriotism” to force fans to remain
in the stands for the playing o f the
song.
“It’s patriotism being imposed
on people on a mass scale,” he
said. “ It’s the first person we know
o f w ho’s actually been physically
thrown out o f Yankee Stadium,
but we certainly know o f many
other people who have expressed
concern about the policy.”
The Yankees play their first
game at a new stadium Thursday.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

The American flag is flown prom inantly at the new Yankee Stadium
in the Bronx.

